the pluralistic, multi-party parliamentary political system established after the First World War. Over the next six years, Romania was to experience a succession of hybrid dictatorial regimes: the royal dictatorship (10 February 1938 -6 September 1940 ; the National-Legionary State (14 September 1940 -14 February 1941 ; and the military dictatorship of General (later Marshall) Ion Antonescu (6 September 1940 -23 August 1944 , followed, after a short interregnum in the post-war period, by the Communist takeover on 6 March 1945. The 1937 voting was to thus be Romania's last free elections in more than 50 years .
This chapter discusses this cumulative succession of departures from democracy leading to multiple totalitarian experiments in Romania's political life . While the history of these regimes has been routinely approached in isolation from each other, here we will approach this period of upheaval in Romania's history as a continuum, being mostly interested in the political legacy of these experiments and the way they built on each other as part of a wider transnational process of political radicalization. To identify the complex patterns of continuities and raptures between these regimes, the chapter employs a dual comparative perspective: diachronic, underscoring processes of political transition from one regime to another; and synchronic, to account for the wider transnational influences and transfers between these political experiments in Romania and similar regimes in contemporary Europe.
Theoretically and methodologically, the research is anchored in the field of comparative fascist studies, but it challenges the received wisdom in this field in two major ways. First, students of fascism generally operate with a clear-cut typology of political ideologies and movements, differentiating at a conceptual level between genuine fascism, the radical right and the conservative right.
2 At an analytical level, the differentiation between conservative authoritarian, radical right-wing and fascist movements and parties is indispensable for comparative work, enabling historians to distinguish between related radical political phenomena and account for similarities and differences within the wider 'family of authoritarians' in inter-war Europe.
3 In historical reality, however, these ideal types are never to be found in pure form, as Max Weber, the pioneer of this research method, pertinently pointed out; in politics in particular, the fluid nature of ideologies, the dynamics of the political process and the multiple social-political factors that generally shape the nature and outlook of political regimes generate hybrid outcomes.
4 This is all the more true for post-1918 Europe, a period of upheaval marked by grand experiments and cross-fertilizations across a wide spectrum of mass ideologies and movements, which resulted in peculiar political outcomes. From this perspective, the aim here is not to arrive at a static typological classification of the successive political regimes established in Romania made up of royal, fascist and conservative-military dictatorships, but to understand the complex interaction
